Now more than 12 years in orbit, Mars Express battery telemetry during some of the deepest discharge cycles has been analysed with the help of the ESTEC lithium ion cell model. The best-fitting model parameter sets were then used to predict the energy that is expected to be available before the battery voltage drops below the minimum value that can support the power bus. This allows mission planners to determine what future power profiles could be supported without risk of entering safe mode. It also gives some more insights into the ageing properties of these batteries.
INTRODUCTION
After Proba-1, Mars Express, launched in June 2003 for an initial 4-year mission, is the spacecraft with the longest duration in orbit that relies upon lithium ion batteries to provide main-bus energy storage. Because of an error in the power subsystem discovered soon after launch, the maximum available energy available from the solar arrays was reduced to 72% and power management became particularly critical in order to permit planned science operations without the risk of entering safe mode.
The spacecraft carries 3 identical batteries each with a 6s16p configuration, (16 parallel-connected strings of 6 Sony 18650HC cells in series). Each battery is connected to a separate battery charge-discharge regulator, controlled such as to ensure equal current sharing between batteries. Telemetry channels provide battery voltage, temperature, charge current and discharge current.
The high precision of the measurements after calibration is shown in Tab. 1. The batteries cannot be discharged individually to determine their useful capacity so the problem is to predict how much energy would be available under a given power and ambient battery temperature profile using telemetry date from discharge-charge cycles with relatively shallow depths of discharge.
Several battery models of varying complexity have been used to assess battery state of health using telemetry data from the longest eclipses [1] .
Comparison of ground test battery performance data with early in-flight eclipse data using the lithium ion battery model developed at ESTEC [2] was reported at the 2006 NASA Aerospace Battery Workshop [3] . Despite some difficulties, which will be described later, it was possible to arrive at a reasonable estimate of battery energy capacity loss. Now, 10 years later and after improvements in the model and the availability of ground test data on aged batteries this analysis is revisited and extended to include recent telemetry.
MARS EXPRESS MISSION
After a six-month cruise plus orbit insertion phase, Mars Express entered into an elliptical polar orbit around Mars in December 2003. There are approximately 3.5 orbits per day and the spacecraft is subjected to two eclipse seasons each Mars year (a season roughly every 10 months). The number of eclipses and maximum eclipse duration varies from one season to another as can be seen from Fig. 1 . During eclipses the spacecraft bus has to be maintained by the batteries whilst at other times the spacecraft is in continuous sunlight but the batteries are sometimes required to supplement power from the solar arrays.
At the time of writing Mars Express has just entered the 2016/2017 (16 th ) eclipse season. At the end of 2015, the total number of discharge cycles was approximately 33605, of which the majority (26409) were less than 0.25 Wh. There were 4168 discharges in the range 25 -100Wh/battery and 3022 discharges in the range 100 -250 Wh -more than the manufacturer's qualification limits for the nominal mission of 2397 and 1531 respectively, but the batteries are still well below the 510 limit for discharges above 250 Wh.
The mission is currently approved until end 2018, with a decision on a further extension to 2019/20 expected in autumn 2016.
Figure 1. Eclipse duration versus date 2004-2018
The performance of the batteries is a key part of any long term planning particularly with regard to the ability of the spacecraft to operate and survive future eclipse seasons. Preliminary analysis of the next two eclipse seasons in 2016 and 2017 is already underway and while the 2016 season appears relatively benign in terms of eclipse duration and power availability (season coincides with perihelion) the 2017 eclipses presents significant challenges as the they are longer, power availability will be lower and more heater power will be required as Mars passes through aphelion.
From analyses of the longest eclipses it was realised that deeper discharges would be needed to get more reliable battery state of health information. To this end six special deep discharge tests (DDTs) were carried out between 2008 and 2012. Outside of eclipse seasons, the solar arrays were deliberately pointed away from the sun in order to discharge the batteries until the first reached 21V or a time limit expired after which the arrays were automatically restored to sun-pointing. Since 2012 these have not been continued for fear of increasing the stress on the batteries.
APPLICATION OF CELL MODEL TO BATTERY TELEMETRY
In the ESTEC model for the ABSL 18650 HC cell [2] the cell voltage is determined by: Characterising a cycled cell therefore reduces to the determination of the values of the 6 above parameters. Because of the lack of characterisation data for aged cells at temperatures around -5 to +5°C that the Mars Express batteries experience, it has had to be assumed that at any given point in time the changes to the parameters due to ageing are the same at all temperatures.
Model update
Best-fit values of Res_factord found in earlier reported MEX telemetry analyses [3] where the batteries are cold were in the region of 0.5 rather than 1, whereas in ground tests at 20°C, expected values near to 1 were found. The explanation for this only became evident following recent and precise current interruption resistance measurements on other lithium ion cell types [5] . These showed that while the interfacial resistance (activation polarisation) contribution to the cell internal resistance Ri is negligible at 20°C and above, it can become significant at lower temperatures. Moreover it typically takes several hundred milliseconds to approach a steady value because of the large double-layer capacity. At the time of the development of the 
BATTERY TELEMETRY ANALYSIS
Since the cell model calculates the cell potential under a given imposed current profile, the simplest way of fitting the model parameters to the telemetry data is by imposing the battery telemetry current and temperature profiles on the model of a single cell scaled to the battery configuration, and comparing the resulting voltage prediction to the voltage telemetry. This implies that all cells in a battery have the same characteristics and state of charge. Since individual cell voltages are not monitored there is no other option, but ground tests have confirmed that cells in a battery do remain well matched until very near end of life [4] . The harness resistance from the battery to the point of battery voltage measurement was set to 0.0343 ohms.
The Berkeley Madonna application [6] used to implement the model includes a curve-fitting algorithm that can find a best-fit solution by varying an arbitrary number of parameters and running the model repeatedly until a minimum root-mean-square (RMS) error between measured and modelled battery voltage is reached. The algorithm (which is not publically documented) requires upper and lower limits to be set for each parameter together with two different initial guesses. However the best-fit parameter values that result differ depending on the limits and guesses that are chosen. This is because the algorithm only finds a 'local' minimum in the 6-dimensional parameter space.
What is really wanted is the 'deepest' or 'global' minimum. Like the 'travelling salesman' problem this is a so-called 'NP-hard' problem for which there is no known way of finding with certainty this global minimum. Consequently it is necessary to run the curve-fitting algorithm repeatedly with different sets of limits and guesses and to assume that the ones with the smallest RMS errors are close to the global minimum. This is very processor -intensive since each current and temperature dataset consists of several thousand timevalue pairs and the curve fit routine for each set of guesses and limits runs the model typically 300 -500 times, taking several minutes on an average desktop computer. An auto step size integration (between 0.036 and 3600 seconds) was chosen (5 th order Runge-Kutta) with a tolerance of 1E-7. and the curve-fitting tolerance set to 1E-6. An 8-electrode slice model was used which is a good compromise between precision and compute speed [2] .
Limits were always set well outside of plausible values, to avoid influencing the results, for example Cfp and Cfn upper limits were always > 1.1 and Res_factor lower limits to 0.9 or less. Should any curve fit return a parameter value very close to a limit it was re-run using a wider limit. Occasionally implausible parameter vales were obtained such as Cfn >1 or C0> 1.5 and these fits were also not used. First and second guesses were varied randomly below and above expected parameter values. Small changes often produced a very different combination of parameter values. At other times they would result in an identical set of parameters.
RESULTS

Fig. 2 shows a typical model fit to the DDT6 telemetry.
The RMS value of 0.03V obtained corresponds to 5 mV at cell level which is considered a good fit considering the number of factors that could degrade it amongst which are: -Uncertainty and variability of actual cell internal temperatures. -Cells no longer perfectly matched -Difference between telemetry timestamps and instant of acquisition (important near major current changes) -Possible current offset errors To investigate the possible magnitude of the last item some test curve fits were performed with a current offset error as a 7 th parameter but this did not enhance the fits nor result in any consistent current error value so was dropped from subsequent analyses. Fig. 3 shows the results for all 3 batteries from DDT 6. Parameter values from the local minimum found for each curve fit are plotted against RMS error in V (battery level). It can be seen that there are a number of different combinations of parameters that give a similar quality of fit though there tends to be a cluster of points close to the best fit. These most likely correspond to minor minima in the vicinity of the global minimum caused by 'noise' in the data.
Figure 2. Telemetry (black), model (red), error (blue)
A still better fit that has not been found cannot be excluded but seems very unlikely.
The general distribution of points for each parameter is very similar for all three batteries. The battery cell capacity in Ah at zero current (C0) is approximated by:
1.487 Ah is the BoL capacity based on the model electrode EMF data. (C0 is approximate because it counts the cell as charged when the positive electrode reaches the BoL EMF corresponding to a cell at 4.25 V and fully discharged when the negative electrode reaches the BoL EMF corresponding to a cell at 2.5 V. In both cases the slope of EMF versus SoC of the other electrode is fairly flat so the error will be small). Whilst the batteries appear to remain well matched to each other, battery 3 shows a slightly lower C0 value compared to 1 and 2.
Tab. 2 shows details of the 9 cycles for battery 1 from different times in the mission that have been analysed with the aim of identifying how the battery has aged. The DDT results show a much smaller scatter than those from eclipse data because they were from deeper discharges. No curve fit from any DDT cycle gave rise to implausible parameter values but even so the scatter in C0 and Wh values in Fig.3 shows the danger of relying on the results of a single curve fit as was often done in the past. In contrast, curve fits from the shallower eclipse cycles gave much larger parameter value scatter. This is a direct result of the shape of cell electrode EMFs as a function of state of charge, shown in Fig. 5 . EMF curves for a negative electrode which has lost 14% of its capacity and another which has BoL capacity but has lost 0.1 Ah of lithium are also shown. The EMF curves for these two possibilities only diverge significantly when the cell is more than 0.6 Ah discharged.
In curve fits from shallow cycles impossible parameter From Fig. 5 it may appear surprising that the scatter in estimated capacity is not even larger since no discharge exceeded 0.713 Ah. That this is not the case is due to the combination of capacity and state of charge loss of the negative electrode. In addition, the state of charge of the part of the electrode nearest to the electrolyte (which contributes to the cell voltage) is lower than the average during discharge due to the lithium diffusion concentration gradient. Fig. 6 shows the equivalent Ah discharged of the electrode slices nearest to the electrolyte from the model fitted to the DDT 6 telemetry. Whereas the discharge during DDT 6 was -0.633 Ah (at cell level), the part of the negative electrode next to the electrolyte has discharged to -0.82 Ah (75% of aged cell capacity). Consequently the part of the EMF curve where the negative EMF starts to change rapidly is actually surpassed.
Res_factor and Res_factord show much scatter but high values for one correlate with low values for the other since the total steady-state resistance must be the same as shown in Eq. 1. Cfn and Ahninit also vary in a coupled fashion for the reasons explained earlier in connection with Fig. 5 . As found in a ground tests [4] , Res_factor increases greatly with ageing due to the build up of reaction layers on the surface of the electrode active material particles. The activation and surface layer polarisation contributions also make an increasingly large contribution at low temperatures [5] and an increase with ageing is expected but has not been studied by the authors. In contrast Res_factord has not increased much, behaviour also found in ground tests [4] . This might be expected since the parameter is determined by the rate of diffusion of lithium ions in the electrolyte in the pores of the electrodes and would be less affected by surface effects. The overall average value of around 0.85 rather than 1 for a BoL at 20°C is more likely due to the updated model still generating a slightly high diffusion resistance value at 0°C than indicating a real drop with time. Res_factor values correspondingly appear to be about 0.1 too high relative to BoL.
The results suggest that the positive electrode has lost capacity pre-launch and during transfer to Mars but not much since in orbit. It is less than was observed in ground tests at 20°C [5] so this may be explained by the relatively low temperatures in orbit. The slightly higher values found from the DDT analyses compared to the eclipse analyses is interesting but are thought more likely to be a shortcoming of the model rather than real. The negative electrode is down to around 80 to 90% of its BoL capacity, similar to ground tests. The results also indicate that this electrode has lost around 0.15 to 0.2 Ah of lithium when fully charged due to reactions with the electrolyte, also similar to ground tests [5] . These two effects combine to reduce C0 down to 0.9 Ah or 60% of BoL for the last cycle analysed.
BATTERY PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
C0 takes no account of the 60% increase in internal resistance that also has a strong effect on the usable capacity down to a specified cut-off voltage -the quantity that is much more relevant to spacecraft operations. To calculate this, parameter sets for each retained curve fit were fed into the model. A simple singe RC battery thermal model was used based on thermal capacity and resistance values that reproduced quite well the battery temperature telemetry. The starting temperature was set to -2°C, a typical value for the cycles analysed. A one-hour open-circuit followed by a 6A constant current discharge was simulated. (this provides a margin over the average recent discharge currents of 4.48 A). The initial electrode state of charge was adjusted so that the starting open-circuit voltage was 25.2. The Wh discharged to 20V and to 17.5V were extracted and are also plotted in Fig. 4 . 20 V is the nominal battery discharge alarm surveillance (BDAS) limit and 17.5 V is the minimum settable value. The spread in Wh values between curve fits is less than that for C0 (not shown) and varies from as little as 1% for the best DDT to over 30% for the most recent eclipse cycles. Differences between successive DDTs which show increases in capacity as well as drops greatly exceed the smallest scatter values and it is not clear whether they are real and, for example, show possible recovery effects from lowering the voltage that batteries were held at between certain eclipses [7] or are due to shortcomings of the model.
Battery performance is enhanced at higher temperatures, so it is of interest to investigate what increase in useful Wh could be obtained if a battery deep discharge is started at say +5°C instead of -2°C. In fact with a 6A discharge there is only a gain of 6Wh at 20V cut-off and 4.5Wh at a 17.5V cut-off. This because by the time these voltages have been reached the battery has warmed by self-heating to over 16°C even when starting at -2°C.
CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK
It has proved possible to fit the Mars Express battery 1 telemetry to the ESTEC battery model with RMS errors between 15 and 33 mV (2.5 and 5.5 mV at cell level), as good as one could expect and comparable to that obtained when fitting ground test data. Better cell resistance measurements on BoL cells at 0°C and -10°C, from which implementation of the temperature and SoC dependence of activation polarisation (5) could be added, could further improve the model accuracy.
This approach should be applicable to other spacecraft that use batteries containing lithium ion cells for which the ESTEC model parameters are available provided they deliver battery current, voltage and temperature telemetry of sufficient precision.
Despite the good fits there is a large scatter in parameter values depending on the initial settings of curve fits. Discharges of more than 0.6 Ah at cell level are required to obtain reliable capacity values. This due to flat EMF versus Ah of the negative electrode which is the electrode that determines the cell capacity. The situation will be different for cells that use other than than hard carbon negative electrodes.
If this type of analysis is to be used routinely, there is a strong need for further automating the choosing of curve fit starting parameters and retrieval of the parameter values. With the absence of scripting capability in Berkeley Madonna, it is currently necessary to do this manually, which is very time-consuming even though each curve fit is quite fast. This is why Mars Express Batteries 2 and 3 have so far only been analysed for one cycle (DDT 6). An automated approach coupling Matlab with the EcosimPro implementation of the model has already been investigated [8] .
Although fairly complex, the big advantage of this model approach is that the behaviour of the spacecraft battery under any given current / power / temperature profile can be determined in order to tell in advance whether a proposed payload usage or failure scenario could be supported without entering safe mode.
